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WaterField Designs Unveils Apple TV Case for Entertainment on the Go
Published on 07/05/11
In response to growing customer demand, WaterField Designs today unveils the new Apple TV
Case. The sleek, uniquely-fashioned nylon case with its orange or silver textured exterior
includes soft, lightly-padded, custom-fitted, interior pockets for the Apple TV, the HDMI
cable, the power cord and the remote. Apple TV Cases are available now from the WaterField
Designs online store. All WaterField Designs cases are manufactured entirely in San
Francisco.
San Francisco, California - In response to growing customer demand, San Francisco
manufacturer, WaterField Designs, today unveils the new Apple TV Case. The sleek,
uniquely-fashioned nylon case with its orange or silver textured exterior includes soft,
lightly-padded, custom-fitted, interior pockets for the Apple TV, the HDMI cable, the
power cord and the remote. Compact and light, the portable Apple TV Case makes taking
entertainment on the road effortless.
Features
* Sturdy and hip, poly blend, exterior material (Meets reduced environmental impact and
reduced emissions standards)
* Soft, padded, custom-fitted, interior pockets for: the Apple TV, HDMI cable, power cord
and remote
* Self-locking zipper secures the contents
* Available now in two colors: Tangerine or Flash (silver)
"We're always looking for innovative ways to help our customers protect their electronics
on the go. Our customers asked for this case and here it is," explained company owner,
Gary Waterfield. "The Apple TV Case makes a great travel companion since it remains flat
and light even when fully packed. Now there's no reason for people to watch anything but
their own preferences when they're on the road."
WaterField Designs, an innovative leader in custom laptop sleeves and designer bags and
cases for digital gear, designs and manufactures all products entirely in San Francisco.
Pricing and Availability:
The Apple TV Case price is $45.00 (USD). Colors: Tangerine or Flash (silver). Shipping now
from the WaterField Designs / SFBags online store.
WaterField Designs:
http://www.sfbags.com
Apple TV Case:
http://www.sfbags.com/products/apple-tv-case/apple-tv-case.php

WaterField Designs manufactures custom-fitted, high-quality cases and bags for a
full-range of laptop computers, cameras, MP3s, cell phones, gaming devices, electronic
readers, and other digital gear. All products are manufactured to exacting standards
entirely in San Francisco. WaterField Designs is a trademark of WaterField Designs.
Copyright (C) 20011 WaterField Designs. All Rights Reserved. Apple and the Apple logo are
registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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